
 
Below is the update provided by David Fisher and myself (for the 
regulation of permitted sites under the Pollution Prevention and 
Control (Scotland) Regulations 2012) at the Grangemouth and 
Skinflats CC meeting on Thursday 20 September:
 
PetroIneos Manufacturing Scotland Limited (PIMSL)
∑         The site permit has been reviewed by SEPA and a revised 
version will be issued by end October 2018. Headlines are 
reductions in air and water emission limits and increased 
monitoring requirements.  The new permit will be freely available 
on SEPA’s online public register here: https://beta.sepa.org.uk/
publicregister/ .
∑         As a part of the review process the site applied for a 
derogation for Sulphur emissions to air.  This went to public 
consultation for one month.  No public responses were received. 
More detail can be found on SEPA’s website here: https://
www.sepa.org.uk/regulations/air/air-quality/petroineos-permit-
derogation/ 
∑         The loud bang and very high levels of flaring witnessed by 
members of the Community Council on 11 June was caused by a 
compressor trip knocking out two large units, leading to a rapid 
shutdown requiring around one hour of high intensity flaring.  The 
site’s investigation of this event detailing the cause and the 
associated flaring levels is attached for information.
 
Ineos Chemicals Grangemouth Limited (ICGL)
∑         SEPA has been consulted about the planning permission for 
the new furnace.
∑         Investigations into the June flaring are continuing. 
∑         The focus is on the management of re-starts and minimising 
the need for elevated flaring (and thereby noise impacts on local 
residents).
 
Ineos FPS (Kinneil Terminal)
∑         There is currently elevated flaring from Train 2 at this 
installation.
∑         This is due to a compressor breakdown and is at rates that 
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are below which the noise limit in the permit would be breached.
∑         No public complaints have been received by SEPA to date 
and the flaring is due to end on Friday 21 September.
∑         Closing submissions relating to the Appeal against the 
introduction of noise limits and other conditions to protect the local 
community from significant adverse impacts were sent on 19 
September.
∑         The Reporter will put forward his report for the Scottish 
Ministers to determine the outcome i.e. to quash or affirm the 
Appeal.
∑         SEPA issued a warning letter to Ineos FPS on 6 June 2018 
relating to an existing permit condition that requires ground flares 
to be preferentially used for Trains 1 and 2. 
 
CalaChem
∑         SEPA are aware of on-going concerns from local residents in 
relation to odour and are investigating them. 
∑         The company is notified of each complaint and is carrying out 
its’ own assessments.
∑         A new Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) monitor was 
installed in early September which will give rise to real-time data 
to improve control over effluent treatment.
∑         It is hoped that over-load conditions will be reduced.
∑         The COD monitor is being installed and will be included in an 
inspection from SEPA on 27 September.
∑         Biofilters at the site are to be improved and works should be 
completed by the end of the year.
∑         SEPA will expect CalaChem to update the local community 
on any works on the biofilters that may lead to odour off-site.
∑         Further technical improvements and controls to improve 
performance are being discussed with the operator and will be 
kept under review in terms of proposals, timescales and costs 
 
SEPA website - Grangemouth Hub
∑         SEPA staff are working on material  for the SEPA website 
that will provide information updates, a map of the area with each 
regulated business, a summary of the regulatory controls and 
compliance assessment.  Frequently Asked Questions will also be 



included to help provide information to local residents on issues 
such as how to report an incident, flaring, odour, noise and 
nuisance. 
∑         It is hoped that the Grangemouth Hub will be ready for the 
end of October. 
 
Lastly, we agreed that Damian Walls and I would attend the 
November 2018 meeting to provide an update on Ineos FPS and 
Kinneil Terminal, in particular. 
 
I hope this helps and am happy to answer any questions that 
either of you may have meantime?
 


